Precision
sound

CC 550 IP
The Sennheiser CC 550 IP
top-of-the-line headset
offers precision sound to
both ears for optimal
understanding.
The highly durable
construction is suited to
all office and
professional
communication tasks.
This wideband headset
delivers a more nuanced
soundscape where voice
transmission is
perceived as warmer
and more natural.
Protecting your hearing

Use CC 550 IP for VoIP
communication via
softphones on PCs /
MacBooks and IP desk
phones.









HD voice clarity The CC 550 IP wideband headset delivers
natural high-definition sound for superior voice clarity,
accented speaker recognition, and reduced echo
Boosted productivity The binaural headset blocks background
noise, allowing total concentration for increased productivity
Superior fit Independently adjustable dual-padded headband
and ball-mounted speakers ensure a perfect fit
Precision positioning 300° adjustable microphone boom for
personalised mic placement, with Teflon®* washer for optimal
stability and durability
Optimum clarity An ultra noise-cancelling microphone filters
out ambient sounds for clearer speech
Protected hearing ActiveGard™ technology protects against
acoustic shock and sudden sound surges
Extra comfort Generous headband padding and extra large ear
pads evenly distribute pressure for longer lasting comfort –
guaranteed

Specifications
Headset
EAN No. (GTIN-13)
UPC No.
Art. No.

CC 550 IP
40 44155 04671 7
6 15104 17285 2
504017

Technical data
Weight, headset
Weight, headset, cable and connector
Package dimensions
Package weight
Units in distributor master carton
Weight master carton
Dimensions master carton
Wearing style

100 g
110 g
175 x 162 x 58 mm
260 g
20
6.4 kg
370 x 330 x 380 mm
Headband, binaural (double sided)

Microphone
Frequency response
Distortion

Ultra noise canceling
150 Hz – 6800 Hz
Less than 1%

Speaker
Impedance
Frequency response
Sound pressure

~180 Ω
150 Hz – 6800 Hz
Max. 103 dB limited by ActiveGard™

All acoustic parts observe the TIA-920 wideband standards

Ear cap size
Cable length
Connector

Extra large ø 51 mm / 2.0 inches
1 m / 3.3 ft Kevlar®* reinforced
Easy Disconnect
* Kevlar® is a trademark of DuPont

Accessories included
Acoustic foam ear pads
Carry bag
Clothing clip
Coloured ID clips (3)
Leatherette ear pads
Microphone windscreen

